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SONDE: dataset shows the measurements of different water quality variables ~ 2017 -
December 2021
SUD: dataset shows weather data, like wind speed and air temperature ~ October 2020 -
December 2021
OESS: dataset shows temperature and rainfall measurements collected from the Office of
Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability (OESS). ~ January 2021 - January 2022
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Lagoon C dataset is missing 2 water quality variables: ammonia and ammonium
There were N/As for both treatment sites due to probe malfunctions
This did not effect overall analysis of wetlands due to <1% of the data missing

Our data comes from the Sewanee Utility District and shows measurements of water quality
parameters. 

  *The water quality data were collected using electronic sensors that constantly take measurements
every hour 

Variables:

Missing Data

 
         * not included in Lagoon C data 

Purifying Wastewater for Rural Communities

We found that the data changed the most between warmer and colder months as temperature
impacts many water quality parameters. As temperature increases so does conductivity;
however, an increase in temperature decreases dissolved oxygen and oxidation reduction
potential, leading to a more anoxic water body. This is a crucial fix to monitor in order to be able
to successfully be able to release cleaned wastewater back into local streams.  

We interpreted and organized the data so that it can be used to collect future results of
wetland wastewater treatment. Furthermore, we visualized trends of water quality variables,
so that Dr. McGrath can evaluate the difference in water quality pre and post-aerator. With
the recent installation of an aerator, the incoming wetland data is going to be crucial in
understanding the impact that wetlands could truly have on our wastewater treatment
systems. This makes the data pre-aerator even more important in determining the
effectiveness of the wetlands post-aerator. With our dashboard being dynamic and
updatable, this will allow for easy comparisons moving forward. 

From these results, we are hopeful that our dashboard will allow Dr. McGrath to make
appropriate decisions in order to improve the water quality in the wetlands. Furthermore, we
are excited to see how water quality will change over this year after the implementation of
the aerator. 

      
Constructed wetlands are a more sustainable and cost-effective alternative to wastewater
treatment in comparison to conventional municipal treatment plants. Through the microbial
activity, wetlands naturally treat contaminants and pollutants, providing a more biologically
efficient method of wastewater treatment. Wetland treatment has worked successfully on a large-
scale such as the systems in Clayton County, GA, and Orange County, CA. However, wetlands have
not been used for wastewater treatment on a small-rural scale.

In 2016, Dr. McGrath, Professor of Biology at Sewanee, lobbied for the construction of three
wetland basins at the Sewanee Utility District (SUD) in order to research the efficacy of wetland
treatment for a small community setting. For the past few years, water quality measurements have
been taken at the SUD's wetlands to better determine the outcomes of wetland treatment in rural
communities like Sewanee. Our team's goal was to set up visualizations that allow our community
partner, Dr. McGrath, to understand the water quality trends of the wetlands overtime to push for
sustainable development in the community.

      

Show how water quality parameters change over time and seasonally
Show the comparison of water quality parameters between Lagoon C treatment and Wetland
Basin 3 treatment
Show how weather conditions like air temperature and precipitation impact water quality
parameters over time

Look for any equipment malfunctions 
Remove any N/As or missing data
Make all dates and times in the same format
Combine datasets 
Choose the columns and variables needed for visualizations

Include important variables for water quality
utilize research 

Organize visualizations into tabs of interest
Comment our code for community partner
Make it easily accessible for future inputs of data

Outcome: 

Creating our dataset

Creating the Dashboard:
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We want to use the Sewanee Utility District data to create an interactive dashboard that will show
water quality comparisons between two wastewater treatment methods: the conventional lagoon
treatment and the experimental wetland treatment. Additionally, our dashboard shows yearly,
monthly, daily, and hourly trends for both water quality parameters and weather conditions like air
temperature and precipitation. 
Our original goal was to show that the Sewanee wetlands could further improve wastewater
treatment compared to the lagoon and spray field system alone; however, as we learned about our
project, we discovered that the wetlands were not producing the results we wanted due to the
decrease in oxygen levels.

We also discovered more about the difference in water quality variables between each site,
Wetland Basin 3 and Lagoon C. In Wetland Basin 3, turbidity and ORP levels had higher
quality standards than Lagoon C; however, over time the difference between the two sites
became smaller. This is because the wetlands are small and have been taken over by invasive
species. As a result, dissolved oxygen levels have dropped in the wetland. In order to improve
oxygen levels, Dr. McGrath installed an aerator. While all of our data is pre-aerator, Dr.
McGrath will continue to input data over time, so she can see the improvements post-aerator. 

Our goal was to originally find out if the wetlands produced more efficiently than lagoon C but as a
result of our research and Dr. McGrath's findings we helped show her how the wetlands can be
improved. We showed how the wetland's water quality variables changed over time to allow her to
see how the wetland should be fixed to meet EPA standards. 
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